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The level of transformation happening across
the retail financial services landscape is truly
remarkable. Not only are new regulations shaking
up the industry, but a raft of startups are entering the
market and innovative technologies are promising
greater efficiency and customer satisfaction.
Navigating this changing landscape is no easy feat –
but it’s vital to the success of many of today’s biggest
banks and insurance companies. Read more about
how I see things evolving in a special interview on
page 82. There’s also a fantastic feature about how
cloud is enabling success for insurers in this issue,
plus the usual mix of executive insight from across
our partner community.
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Cloud-powered

insurance
Insurance firms are leveraging the cloud to manage risk, increase efficiency and enhance
the customer experience – and Microsoft solutions are making this possible
BY JACQUI GRIFFITHS

I

n a world of rapid technology innovation, seamless engagement across web, mobile and social
media has transformed the way people connect
socially, professionally and as consumers. This
rich mix of digital engagement yields volumes of
valuable data for businesses, while driving everhigher consumer expectations for a faster, slicker
and more personalised customer experience.
Insurance companies are leveraging the cloud to
gain the insights and efficiency they need for success in an increasingly dynamic industry.
“Insurance firms know they need to make every
aspect of their business more c ustomer-centric
to attract and keep customers,” says Dennis
Vanderlip, director of worldwide financial services at Microsoft. “They understand the value
of good data, and they know they need fast, deep
and accurate insights if they’re going to deliver
timely products that meet customers’ needs. As
they look to compete successfully in this environment, insurers are taking advantage of the
cloud in three key areas: risk modelling, core
systems in the cloud and customer experience
management.”
Today’s global risk and regulatory environment
has brought increased demand for risk modelling and driven insurance firms to look beyond
on-premise compute capability for the compute
power they need for actuarial and catastrophic
workloads. “Insurers face a fast-moving risk
landscape in which they need to manage growing quantities of data and complex parallel computations – with time-critical spikes in demand
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often exceeding available on-premise compute
power,” explains Vanderlip. “By moving actuarial
and catastrophic risk modelling workloads to
the cloud, insurers are empowering the business
with faster real-time insight into risk exposure.”
Munich Re, a pioneer in risk models to simulate possible natural disasters, exemplifies the
power of the cloud in a data-driven business.
The company is testing Microsoft Azure to enable deep and comprehensive analysis of huge
volumes of data. With the help of in-memory
processing, it has reduced the time it takes to calculate weather and climate data scenarios. Data
has become a strategic success factor for Munich
Re, as the capability for increasing data analyses

“Insurance carriers are investing
in bots, cognitive services and
machine learning to enhance
the customer experience”
D E N N I S VA N D E R L I P, M I C R O S O F T

and collaboration enable it to better understand
climate change and provide support to help minimise risk and build resilience to disasters.
Insurers are also gaining strategic benefits by
moving their core systems to the cloud. “Moving
core systems to the cloud enables insurers to
respond to market changes with new products
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Innovation and expertise
Cloud technologies are transforming the insurance
industry, says Dionisis Poulis from Diastasys
Insurance organisations can gain a huge advantage
by adopting new technologies in their operational
model. Automating sometimes cumbersome internal
processes requires altering existing core insurance
systems and infrastructure. Modern core insurance
solutions can be deployed on cloud or in a hybrid
model and offer unique agility in process automation
combined with virtually unlimited scalability.
Investing in systems that support sales, marketing
and customer service functions is fundamental to
manage multiple communication channels aligned
with the 360-degree view of the customer that
is the unquestionable basis to build meaningful
customer relationships. Finally, insurance companies
can leverage cloud to empower analytics, sourcing
from internal systems, social channels and external
data sources, to measure performance and feed
AI applications to further automate processes and
manage risk.

Transforming insurance organisations requires a
solid combination of innovation and deep industry
expertise. Diastasys combines state-of-the-art Microsoft
technologies with deep insurance industry know-how
to deliver robust solutions for core insurance, CRM and
insurance analytics solutions that provide unprecedented
value and unmatched return on investment.
Major traditional insurance sectors already incubate
transforming innovations such as autonomous
transportation, smart property management, AIpowered maintenance functions and global data
networks that revolutionise research and services. In
addition, the disruption of existing economic models
through the aggressive penetration of AI and robotic
automation in most industries will further boost growth
in the cyber-insurance sector over the next few years.
Dionisis Poulis is business development
director at Diastasys
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Innovative insurance technology backed
by industry insight
We combine technical expertise with a rich understanding of the
insurance industry to provide robust, innovative and cost-eﬀective
solutions that span the insurance value chain.
An unwavering focus on the needs of customers has made us one of
the largest providers of actuarial software. We help clients to improve
performance, manage risk and safeguard solvency.
We live insurance.
Find out more: willistowerswatson.com/ICandT
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Unlocking operational efficiency
The cloud is powering back-office capabilities to enable insurers to
deliver the experience today’s customers expect, says Stephen Hollands
from Willis Towers Watson
More insurers are embracing innovative solutions
and ‘insurtech’ to deliver better customer
experiences, unlock the potential of advanced
analytics, and drive cost savings across the insurance
value chain with greater operational efficiency.
The cloud allows insurers to run financial models
faster and more easily, as well as introducing new
sophisticated security features. It gives life insurers
on-demand access to scalable computing power as
and when they need it, without high ongoing costs
when they don’t. With an ability to achieve quicker
results and execute more complex run scenarios it
makes it easier for insurers to respond to changing
regulatory requirements and internal pressure to
improve business performance.
Our innovative vPlace and vGrid solutions help
insurers maximise their technology investment. Both
are based on Microsoft technology and leverage the
power of Microsoft Azure.
vPlace is our SaaS online platform that gives

insurers the flexibility to run and access our
analytical software products in the cloud. It is
designed as a one-stop actuarial workplace that
can accommodate a range of our market-leading
software products and supplementary actuarial
programmes, to enable them to work seamlessly
together. This allows users to work remotely,
improves the speed of the software and enhances
cross-tool collaboration to ensure a more consistent
user experience.
Combined with vGrid (our virtual cloud-based
grid solution), vPlace users can also benefit from
pay-as-you-go, scalable, on-demand processing
power to accelerate their financial modelling processes
– building the ultimate flexible, efficient and costeffective solution for their actuarial processing needs.
Stephen Hollands is global leader of Cloud
Technologies Insurance Consulting and Technology
at Willis Towers Watson
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Empowering business productivity
Cloud-powered business productivity applications
empower insurance firms to maximise opportunities in
a connected world, says Pat Renzi from Milliman
The opportunities facing insurance firms are
enormous, but it is all based on giving the customer
what they want. Using digital to provide a more
efficient process for customers is critical, but a really
exciting opportunity is being able to reach new
markets in a cost-effective and broad way, providing
financial security to millions of people who do not
currently have access.
We started our cloud journey in 2010 and at that
point, the primary value we saw was computing
capacity. With regulatory changes around the globe
requiring onerous calculations once a quarter, the
idea of scaling up and down and paying for what
you are using was very attractive. However, we

recognised that the cloud would also provide a good
opportunity to provide a collaborative, governed and
highly automated platform so we built a native cloud
application rather than simply porting our existing
application to run in the cloud. This has allowed us to
continually take advantage of new services in Microsoft
Azure, providing more rapid development and
allowing us to continually add value to our clients to
have access to important tools like machine learning,
a highly scalable big data platform, huge scale in
computations, and innovative visualisation tools.
Pat Renzi is principal, Life Technology Solutions
at Milliman
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Customer-focused core systems
A cloud-based, unified core and digital platform is the key to a customerfocused business model says Glenn Lim from EIS Group
Our digital-connected world is forcing numerous
changes on insurers. Most importantly, insurers are
implementing customer-focused business models to
mirror those of digital platform giants like Amazon,
Facebook and Alibaba. However, the underlying core
technology of many insurers is product- not customerfocused and it was not designed for digital connections.
Insurers who want to play in the digital economy are
building new cloud-based business platforms that will
support consistent and engaging customer experiences
at each point in the customer journey.
The cloud is a key enabler of the new digital
insurance platforms insurers need to easily connect to
new B2B and B2C ecosystems, opening new channels
and marketplaces. Cloud-based infrastructure and
services can give insurers affordable, reliable and
scalable support for business applications and access
to markets, while providing greater security and
business continuity.

and services,” says Vanderlip. “It also improves
time to market for those new products and
services because carriers can develop, test and
deploy new technology in the cloud much
quicker. At the same time, it reduces costs.”
It’s a principle that has been put into practice
by direct auto insurer GEICO. By adopting a
DevOps strategy that unifies development with
operations, and moving its product development
to Microsoft Azure, the company has enabled
more personal and dynamic engagement with
customers. Moving to the cloud has empowered it to increase efficiency, improve application availability and lower costs – all essential
elements for success in the fast-moving digital
insurance marketplace.
With customer-centricity top of the agenda,
insurers have also been quick to grasp the
cloud’s potential in customer-facing roles, and
they’re harnessing sophisticated artificial intelligence tools to make a big impact. “Insurance
carriers are investing in bots, cognitive services
and machine learning to enhance the customer
experience,” says Vanderlip. “Research by Celent

Insurers need business platforms that provide speed
and agility to respond to the market and customer
expectations. To enable them to do this EIS Group
has committed to building a unified core and digital
platform of insurance applications based on cloudnative architecture. We have also implemented a
cloud-based continuous integration/continuous delivery
application on a DevOps model that allows insurers
to get new capabilities to market much quicker than
traditional approaches. Microsoft Azure supports these
applications at several of our customers.
New innovations in cloud technologies are happening
at an unprecedented pace. Over the next few years, they
will enable insurers to take advantage of advances in
artificial intelligence, machine learning, digital channels
and advanced analytics systems.
Glenn Lim is executive vice president and chief marketing
officer at EIS Group

shows that 20% have already invested in machine
learning and 35% have invested in bots or will do
soon. More than half of insurance firms either
have or are considering investment in sentiment
analysis tools, too.”
The burgeoning popularity of bots in this
industry is not surprising, given the benefits
insurers are seeing. “Bots enable insurance carriers to follow the customer, to meet each customer wherever they are online rather than only
on insurance websites,” says Vanderlip. “That’s
especially important given that insurance customers rarely download insurance carrier apps
– they want to engage using their channels of
choice. Bots also help to reduce costs by allowing insurers to shift less complex enquiries and
transactions to automated channels. These technologies are ideal for engaging with a new generation of customers who want immediate answers
and information.”
Flo, the conversational chatbot created by auto
insurance provider Progressive, shows how bot
technology can add a new dimension to the customer experience. Built using Microsoft Azure
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Moving insurance forward
Digital advances are empowering the insurance industry, says
Steven Armstrong from Blue Prism
The digitally transformed world is driving advances
in the insurance industry. For example, a global
leader in assurance, tax, transaction and advisory
services wanted a more seamless workflow process
across multiple platforms with a unified user
interface for staff onboarding and leaving, time
and expenses.
Blue Prism digital workers combined with
TrustPortal’s intuitive front-end interface to reengineer processes and facilitate new services.
Now, the company can systematically manage the
onboarding and leaving of staff, and the TrustPortal
platform prompts employees for information
throughout the process. Expense rules were
embedded within Blue Prism and, with cognitive
checks, TrustPortal can dynamically change expense
templates to meet specific user needs. Back-office
processing of timesheets has been reduced by 90%,
and the time to process like-for-like expenses went

Bot Service and Cognitive Services, Flo engages
with customers through Facebook Messenger
and its own Facebook page – where the chatbot’s
millions of followers prove its popularity. Flo
has become more than just a robot: designed
with a distinct persona, this bot has become an
iconic spokesperson for the company, answering
customer questions, providing quotes, and even
offering witty banter.
“Bots’ capabilities for human-like interaction
enable insurers to deepen customer engagement
through natural and personalised conversations
at scale,” says Vanderlip. “Bots can uncover
new insights by reasoning over new customer
interaction data. And because bots enable more
efficient business processes, employees are free
to focus on handling more complex queries and
creating personalised products and services that
really enhance the customer experience and
bring value to the business.”
As insurance firms look to the future, the cloud
is already proving essential to gaining a competitive edge. “The elastic capacity of the cloud,
combined with the capabilities of advanced

from 90 minutes per week to 30 minutes for
every consultant.
Another global company, offering insurance,
investment management and other financial
products and services, needed a comprehensive
solution that could offer compliance, risk mitigation,
efficiency, cost reduction, customer retention and
improve customer experience. It chose Blue Prism
to automate processes more cost effectively and at
greater speed than a traditional IT project.
As a result, the company has improved the
customer experience, helped mitigate risk and
reduced costs by eliminating a re-underwriting
backlog. The company has also achieved over US$3
million in annual run rate cost reductions, and a
one-time cost avoidance of US$500,000.
Steven Armstrong is vice president and global lead
for the Microsoft Alliance at Blue Prism

analytics, artificial intelligence and machine
learning technologies, gives insurers the tools
they need to innovate, engage and respond to the
changing expectations of customers, employees
and regulators,” says Vanderlip. “These tools
and technologies are transforming the industry
today, and empowering insurance businesses to
deliver the experiences that will set them apart
in the future.”
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Accelerating digital
transformation
Having settled into her new role at Microsoft, Janet Lewis, vice president of Global Financial
Services, tells us how she is realising her vision to empower financial firms to transform
BY JACQUI GRIFFITHS

What led you to Microsoft and what have you
found to be most exciting about the role so far?
I’m excited to work for Microsoft at this pivotal
time in the industry. No other vendor today has
what Microsoft has. We have the most complete
offering in the market, from infrastructure to
applications, and an established ecosystem of
ISVs and fintechs that can utilise our technology
to create game-changing solutions for financial
services. Our ability to support regulatory compliance – which is critical in financial services – is
unrivalled. Even more exciting is to be part of this
cultural transformation, learning from outstanding leaders like Satya Nadella and Amy Hood. It’s
a great time to be at Microsoft.
What are the main drivers for transformation
in the financial services industry?
The financial services industry today is subject to
the kind of change no one has seen for over 200
years. The confluence of a dynamic regulatory
environment, non-traditional players entering the
marketplace, and evolving customer expectations
has led to a tipping point. Institutions recognise
the importance of digitally transforming their
business processes to address these challenges;
many are weighed down by legacy systems that
hinder agility.
What are your key focus areas for the
coming year?
We see opportunity in financial services in several
key areas: customer experience; financial crime
and compliance; risk management; and core systems and payments modernisation.
Customer experience is critical in a ‘switching economy’ where younger generations of
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financial customers lack loyalty to financial
brands. Accordingly, financial institutions need
to up their game, and they need technology to
make the customer experience smarter and more
personalised.
Financial crime and compliance is also key.
Banks have paid over $280 billion in regulatory
fines since 2009. The ability to track and ensure
compliance is critical for financial institutions.
Successful management of risk is central to a
financial institution’s business. Incumbents are
vulnerable to competitive pressure where, as
McKinsey notes in ‘The future of risk management in the digital era’: “aggressive fintechs, some
prominent non-bank lenders, and early-adopting
incumbents have enhanced their customer
offerings, largely automated their processes, and
made their risk models more precise. As a result,
they can undercut traditional banks on price.”
McKinsey’s research found that digital attackers’
cost/income ratio is 33%, compared with 55% at
incumbent banks.
Core systems and payments modernisation is
another priority area. According to a September
2017 Forbes report, only 25% of firms have adequate levels of operational flexibility. Financial
services institutions must establish modern infrastructures to enable business agility, as well as
lowering IT cost ratios.
How do you see the industry evolving in terms
of regulation, compliance and overall culture?
Financial services is in the midst of a major transformation, and we will begin to see major transformation in the next 18-24 months. Financial
services are fundamentally built with technology,
and a raft of innovation will continue to be applied

FINANCIAL SERVICES

“The financial services industry
now sees AI as a key enabler in
accelerating digital transformation”
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to make services smarter and more personalised,
and to make financial institutions more profitable.
Most specifically – artificial intelligence (AI) will
come to the foreground.
The revolution brought by AI – a blend of three
advanced technologies: machine learning, natural
language processing and cognitive computing –
has profound implications and most banks have by
now taken a glimpse at the transformative power
of AI in the form of chatbots, r obo-advisors, and
robotic process automation (RPA). The financial
services industry now sees AI as a key enabler in
accelerating digital transformation. However, it is
important to understand the steps of the journey
necessary to create significant value, from streamlining and automating financial process tasks to
delivering data analytics and insights that allow
bankers to make informed decisions – with speed
and accuracy – that will result in more profitable
growth, less risk, business model scale and provide customised service to the always-on customer; and will enable them to stay ahead of the
game and keep up with the pace of environmental
changes driven by regulators, changing customer
preferences, and advancing technologies.
How is Microsoft empowering financial firms
to thrive as the industry evolves?
Financial services companies are embracing
Microsoft cloud and AI technologies as they
transform their business. Nedbank, for instance,
has deployed an intelligent bot using the Azure
Bot Framework and Language Understanding

FINANCIAL SERVICES

Intelligent Service to instantly answer investment
clients’ questions in a conversational way, on their
channel of choice.
Barclays Bank is using Blue Prism RPA technology integrated to Microsoft Analytics to enable continuous improvement of processes, with
full data recording for analytics and discovery.
Increased recovery rates, decreased risk levels and
improved regulatory compliance are among the
benefits the bank has seen.
Another great example is Novum Bank’s
AdviceRobo psychographic credit scoring model,
which runs on Microsoft Azure analytical suite
and applies big behavioural data and machine
learning for automated thin-file credit scoring. It
has helped the bank increase its acceptance rate
by 18% while decreasing default rates by 38%.

Visitors to Sibos 2018
will be able to discuss
how Microsoft can
help them address the
industry’s major trends

What can we can look forward to from
Microsoft at this year’s Sibos event?
We’re excited to go to Sibos this year to talk with
our customers about how we can help them
address these major trends. Microsoft is uniquely
positioned to help institutions address their most
pressing issues and digitally transform their businesses. Only Microsoft has the secure and compliant cloud, AI platform, and expansive partner
ecosystem that financial institutions need to better manage risk across the enterprise, optimise
compliance operations, drive to modernise realtime payments, core banking and insurance and
infrastructure, enable a modern workplace, and
deliver differentiated customer experiences.
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How to transform
insurance processes
L O R I M U R R AY : D X C T E C H N O L O G Y

Companies should look to incrementally implement
technologies that enhance their existing IT environments,
rather than ripping out and replacing their legacy systems

E

stablished industries, such as the insurance
sector, are often associated with being secure,
reliable, responsible and trusted. Although a
few individual companies may not fit this description, overall people trust the insurance sector
because of its positive legacy. However, there’s a
flip side to being in business for decades. Often
legacy infrastructure means that systems and
applications have been bolted on over time and
strung together like a bowl of tightly woven spaghetti that cannot be easily untangled.
Today is the ‘Age of the Customer’ and the 24/7
convenience, mobile and self-serve solutions
demanded by the “I want it when I want it and
how I want it” society rarely match up with legacy

“Transformation enables
insurance companies to leverage
their existing infrastructure”
systems. For years, insurance companies have
struggled to overcome the disparity between the
systems they have and the ones they need to best
serve their customers. This challenge is not easily
fixed. Often product vendors try to convince companies that the only way is to completely replace
these legacy systems and applications. Not only is
this a costly and time-consuming undertaking,
but it may also hinge on unrealistic expectations
that can result in failure.
DXC Technology often recommends that clients
adopt an incremental approach to modernisation,
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rather than ‘rip and replace’ tactics. Transformation
is an ongoing process that enables insurance companies to leverage their existing infrastructure
investments, rather than scratching everything
they’ve done before. By focusing on key areas that
can improve the customer experience – such as
enhancing user interfaces, getting the right data to
the right people, or automating processes – companies can implement initiatives that deliver the
biggest impact.
The key is to start small and build on this
success. Companies should find a technology
partner that has strong expertise and solutions
that can provide enhanced functionality and an
improved customer experience, without requiring them to rip out and replace entire legacy
systems all at once. Working with a partner that
can integrate solutions without completely disrupting the existing IT environment can help
companies to reduce risk.
Implementing technologies incrementally can
help companies enhance the customer experience
and thereby increase revenue. It also decreases
expenses because companies can eliminate
manual workarounds and exception processing,
which contributes directly to the bottom line and
ensures success. Once a specific improvement
has been successfully completed, the company
can work with their partner to map their ongoing
transformation journey.
Lori Murray is global product leader for Banking,
Capital Markets and Microsoft Business
Applications at DXC Technology
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Is digital transformation
so hard to achieve?
D I O N I S I S P O U L I S : D I A S TA S Y S

The insurance industry is lagging behind other sectors when it comes to digital
transformation. But this can change with help from the cloud

E

xpanding markets, new sectors and revolutionary distribution models are fuelling
growth in the insurance industry. However,
entering a new sector or market, launching a
new product or enabling tailor-made services
with custom underwriting and pricing is usually
beyond the reach of existing IT systems.
Studies show the insurance industry globally has
been a laggard in digital transformation as pressured margins push for cost reorganisation policies
that hinder investment in systems modernisation.
It is a recurrent problem: legacy systems yield high
maintenance costs, directly affecting operational
expenses while cumbersome technology obstructs
business transformation requirements.

“Embracing cloud is the only
way to achieve success via
digital transformation”
Embracing cloud is the only way to achieve
success via digital transformation and it is a huge
opportunity for mid-sized insurance organisations
to capitalise on their agility and outgrow competition. The first step is to streamline internal
operations. Organisations implementing a new
core insurance solution like Navins, a certified for
Microsoft Dynamics NAV solution from Diastasys,
have been able to replace systems that hinder their
growth with a cloud solution that will evolve to their
future needs. Implementing Navins on Microsoft
Azure also has excellent time-to-market ability and

requires minimum investment due to its cash-flow
friendly subscription model, which often proves
comparable with existing maintenance investment.
Modernising internal organisation based on
highly available and scalable Microsoft Azure
infrastructure also frees resources, so the company can focus on strategies to broaden the
customer base and build loyalty. Dynamics 365
empowers mid-sized insurance carriers to execute their growth plans supporting advanced
social and multichannel capabilities embedded
in sales, marketing and customer service functions including crucial core insurance information derived from Navins integration.
Accumulating correct and interrelated data from
both a core insurance system and CRM allows the
business to leverage Power BI to analyse its position and measure success. Nowadays, mid-market
insurance providers have easy access to technologies like artificial intelligence, machine learning and
the internet of things that were once out-of-budget
even for larger organisations. Microsoft, provides a
sure path for transforming insurance applications
from underwriting to risk management, fraud
detection and customer service automation.
Success in insurance has always been about
selling policies, establishing effective claim operations, managing risk and excelling in customer
satisfaction. The good news nowadays is the cost
efficiency and availability of advanced technology
tools that can enable success.
Dionisis Poulis is business development
director at Diastasys
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Why insurers’ digital
strategies depend
on the cloud
MIKE DWYER: EIS GROUP

Successful customer-focused insurance business models require
embracing the ubiquity of cloud innovations and leveraging the
power of cloud-native design for enterprise applications

I

nsurers are finally embracing the cloud with
conviction. A key reason is that it is abundantly
clear that operating in the cloud is an essential
part of an effective digital strategy. Cloud platforms and services support a host of digital innovations that are pivotal to the next generation of
insurance. Another no less compelling reason
is the growing realisation by insurers that they
will never fully benefit from their investments in
more customer-focused business models if they
don’t design their enterprise applications to take
full advantage of the cloud.

“Cloud computing is a vital
vehicle for digital innovation”
Cloud computing is a vital vehicle for digital innovation that promises to dramatically
change the insurance industry. Digital channels,
self-driving cars, blockchain, wearables and

advanced analytics systems, to name a few, all
depend on cloud technology.
Looking forward, the very ubiquity of cloud,
cloud tools and innovation is the foundation for
the emerging B2B and B2C ecosystems that will
radically change insurance distribution. These
ecosystems are networks forming around fundamental human and organisational needs such as
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health, housing, mobility and wealth protection.
Insurers need a cloud-enabled business platform
to participate in the new ecosystems.
What is a cloud-enabled business platform?
It is one thing to have your enterprise applications running in the cloud and claim they are
cloud-enabled, and another thing to have your
operations supported by applications built on
cloud-native services.
A large number of insurers still rely on
decades-old mainframe systems and legacy

applications. Some have been able to take their
legacy core applications and with a ‘lift and shift’
approach host them in a cloud environment. The
results of this process are mixed. While real savings can be gained in reduced infrastructure cost,
the applications are their same old selves. What’s
more, converting old code to run in the cloud can
be complex and expensive, making it one of the
biggest hurdles for modernisation. To take full
advantage of the cloud, insurers will need software designed for it: a cloud-native architecture.
Without adopting a cloud-native architecture,
insurers will likely never fully benefit from
their gung-ho investments in building more
customer-focused business models. Many will
struggle to compete against or leverage the
market agility and penetration of digital natives
like Amazon, Google, Facebook and Alibaba to
distribute insurance in the emerging ecosystems.

INSURANCE

They may also find themselves outflanked by
‘cloud-born’ insurance start-ups.
A business platform of cloud-native apps, with
cloud infrastructure and operating systems,
underlies the ability of companies like Netflix
and Facebook to quickly get new capabilities
into the market, hundreds every day. Those benefits are in sight for insurers.
What we are talking about when we say
‘cloud-native’ is the act of designing applications with an architecture that can ‘natively’ take
advantage of the cloud. The central cast is microservices and reactive-based software design coupled with a DevOps and continuous integration/
continuous deployment (CI/CD) approach to
delivering applications.
The lead actor is microservices, a software
design approach that focuses on ‘smaller is better’. By breaking core business capabilities – such
as quote, issue or claim submission – down into
smaller pieces, microservices make it easier
to fine-tune the larger capability by replacing
or upgrading only the relevant microservice.
Critically, microservices architecture mirrors the
structure of the cloud: apps are being built as a
distributed collection of services, which pairs up
perfectly with the distributed nature of the cloud.
Another advantage? Microservices are reusable, meaning, for example, the same bill generation module can be used across lines of business
and even outside of insurance.

In tandem, the cloud-powered CI/CD
approach to integration and testing gets new
microservice-based capabilities into production
in a more agile fashion.
Why so important? The answer is that the holy
grail of customer-centred business models is
support for insight-driven, real-time customer
and user engagement.
The separate footprint of operational and analytical systems creates a lag that hampers the ability
to quickly gain advantage from analytical insights.
Cloud-native architectures and new serverless cloud
services can remove that gap, leading to integrated
solutions with no constraints on performance
or data size that could support the application of
insights at point of sale or point of interaction. This
is where the combination of new digital channels;
event processing to include serverless technologies;
and advanced analytics with artificial intelligence/
machine learning can enable the agility required
for real-time interactions. With real-time insight,
for example, an insurer can immediately identify
a fraudulent claim, an imminent risk, or a timely
product or service to offer to a policyholder.
To play on the main stage, in full view of their
customers, insurers will need digital strategies
that fully embrace the power and universality of
the cloud.
Mike Dwyer is CTO and executive vice president,
Engineering at EIS Group
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The power of UFE
in banking
Ö Z K A N E R E N E R : V E R I PA R K

Unified front ends offer banks the ability to unify all of their applications into one
single screen, allowing them to serve customers faster and more efficiently

A

man comes running into a bank branch
and says to the receptionist: “I’ve lost my
wallet and I need to cancel all my cards,
please help me.”
The receptionist calmly asks the man to take
a service ticket from a machine and 15 minutes
later, he finally manages to speak to a customer
service representative (CSR) who says the bank
can cancel his cards if he is able to give the card
numbers. Giving a look of clear exasperation, the
customer responds: “I don’t know. I lost them. I
was hoping you would know.”
The CSR must then log in to the bank’s systems
to find the customer’s card information. If the
CSR was lucky, the bank would have had a sys-

“UFE turns the bank from being
product centric to customer centric”
tem that offered a 360-degree overview of all the
customer’s information on one screen, so it would
have been quick and easy to cancel everything in
one go. However, the bank does not have this system, which means that the CSR has to open the
credit card application, find all the cards, cancel
and then replace them one by one, before going
through the exact same process in the debit card
application. The CSR then has to log in to the core
banking application to charge the customer a fee
for replacing all of the cards. Unsurprisingly, the
customer objects to the fees, so the CSR has to
load up another screen to waive the charges and
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chase down the branch manager to approve the
charge waiver flag.
Although banks frequently receive requests
from customers to cancel one or more lost cards,
most banks aren’t able to do so quickly. For
example, at one bank that VeriPark worked with,
the CSR had to open three separate applications
and navigate through 11 different screens to
complete the operation, before printing out four
paper forms for the customer to sign. In this
instance if a customer walked into the branch to
request a card cancellation, they would be lucky
to leave in 30 minutes.
Unfortunately, this picture is common in our
industry. However, there is a solution: unified
front end (UFE). This is a single, unified interface
to all of the applications that branch staff need to
use to cancel cards, which means that that they
would no longer need to launch multiple applications to get the job done. Unlike in the above scenario where the CSR takes 30 minutes to cancel a
card because they need to log in to three applications, navigate 11 screens and print out four pages
for the customer to sign, the UFE allows the CSR
to log into one application, look at one screen
and print out one page in less than 300 seconds.
UFE turns the bank from being product centric to
customer centric by ensuring that the customer’s
needs are satisfied within five minutes.
Although this concept is so simple that it
should be a no-brainer, UFEs in the banking
industry are as about as common as UFOs. So,
what prevents banks from building UFEs? I
think I know the answer.

R E TA I L B A N K I N G

VeriPark is currently discussing implementing a UFE with one of our customers. The bank
needs to build 1,600 screens for its branch UFE
by using code, but they need 200 developers to
carry out the work. While this would be easy
for a software company like VeriPark, it’s not so
achievable for a bank whose core business is not
software development.
UFEs are among the most complex types of software applications to create because they need to
encapsulate core banking, credit cards, loan origination, investments and more. Banks have hundreds of applications and thousands of screens,
so building a UFE using code should be their last
resort. Instead, the UFE screens should be built
using no-code development environments.
Luckily, software tools are giving us multiple
no-code development options, but which one
should we use? The debate usually shortlists
business process management (BPM) systems,
plain old development environments and customer relationship management (CRM) systems
as contenders for building these UFEs. If the
UFE was only supposed to make transactions,
print statements and process bill payments, I
would opt for plain old development environments or even a BPM screen builder.

However, these front ends are complex.
Banks want UFEs to help them cross-sell, to
fix compliance issues, alert them if a customer
is missing a declaration and more. Banks want
these front ends to do more than just cancel lost
cards on a single screen, they would like to be
able to sell, serve and solve client needs in that
same screen. If the customer visits the branch
or the contact centre to cancel a lost card, that
screen is a great place to offer insurance protection against future theft of the new cards, or
to trigger a complaint if there was a disputed
transaction. It is also an ideal opportunity to
double check if the customer’s address and
mobile number are still the same. A UFE does
the job it’s supposed to, but also does so many
other things under the hood.
Only CRM systems have the feature set to
cross-sell, ensure data quality, service agreements, provide a single view of the customer
and more. BPM and plain old development
environments don’t have these features in their
DNA. For this reason, CRM systems are a great
candidate to build UFEs that can turn banks into
true customer-centric businesses.
Özkan Erener is CEO at VeriPark
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VIEWPOINT

Putting the
platform first
ANDREI CHARNIAUSKI: FINASTRA

Pioneering banks are recognising the benefits of a platform as a futureproof
architecture for innovation and collaboration in banking

W

hat do the world’s most disruptive
banks have in common? They have
platform at the heart of their strategy. Accelerating pace of technology evolution and regulatory challenges require banks
to be receptive to change through agility and
collaboration – and that is precisely what platform delivers.
At the heart of every great platform is an integration layer, which connects a bank’s entire
IT landscape and functional capabilities using
open application programming interfaces
(APIs) to let processes run through software
components in real-time. Using open APIs
means following industry standards on con-

“Finastra’s FusionFabric.cloud
platform is changing the way
applications are developed,
deployed and consumed”
nectivity with no custom knowledge – which
is basically speaking the same language as
innovative fintechs and the entire digital economy. Coupling this with a low-code environment for development and integration based
on graphical tools and libraries of pre-built
well-documented objects and open APIs, will
provide best time-to-market and agility.
What truly defines the quality of the platform, however, is the variety of pre-integrated
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applications. Platform provides access to the
ecosystem of innovation and makes it easy
to consume. With various parties – including banks themselves, fintechs, non-financial
players, systems integrators and universities
– developing applications on the platform, it
broadens banks’ options in terms of business
strategies, target audiences, product features
and customer service. The ability to run these
applications instantly in the cloud is crucial –
banking capabilities should be as easy to install
and run as consumer apps on smartphones.
Finastra’s FusionFabric.cloud platform is
changing the way applications are developed,
deployed and consumed in financial services.
According to Martin Haering, our chief marketing officer, it “allows banks to innovate
at an incredible pace and enables fintechs to
collaborate with banks like never before. We
provide them with the right platform and tools
to be successful.”
Building the bank around a platform is
undoubtedly the only approach to manage,
run and scale the bank’s participation in the
world of open banking and the new digital
economy – platform is the new standard and a
pre-requisite of success. Most banks are still in
the beginning of their journey to the platform,
but adoption should no longer be difficult as
all new capabilities can be delivered instantly
in the cloud.
Andrei Charniauski is in the Product Strategy
and Market Intelligence team at Finastra

VIEWPOINT

FINANCIAL SERVICES

Protecting
customer data
J A M E S VA R G A : T H E I D C O .

In an increasingly regulated operating environment, retail financial services
companies need to find new ways of dealing with data. The ID Co. is
helping to revolutionise the way people share their personal information
through open banking data

T

he ID Co. set out to establish a trusted way
for customers to be recognised online,
without the risk of data being compromised. Identity validation online remains one
of the biggest problems facing the internet, creating opportunities for cybercriminals, slowing
down simple tasks and preventing people from
doing business safely online.
By using cutting edge data identity technology, leveraging the power of open banking and
our many years of industry experience, we have
set out to revolutionise the way people share
their personal information on the internet.
Seven years ago, we were ahead of the curve
and we still are. If you think about it, your bank

“By leveraging the power of
open banking, we have set
out to revolutionise the way
people share their personal
information on the internet”
holds detailed knowledge about you – and that
knowledge can become a secure way to operate online. Our mission is to use the data we
already share with banks to provide the convenience we all want – to be able to sign up to
new products and services in seconds.
When we started talking about using bank
data in the UK, some people laughed us out
of the room. This was always going to be the

case when you are several steps ahead, but for
us it just redoubled our efforts. Along with 100
leading professionals, I was involved in the
UK’s Open Banking Working Group, chairing
the data sub-group. The thinking we did there
is part of a revolution in what is now called
open banking and which is having an impact
across the globe.
Open banking has since become a tsunami
wave of change, with all nine of the UK’s main
banks having to embrace the approach. As a
small Scottish fintech, we are now scaling and
working with these banks to help them keep
on top of the open banking revolution.
While we are based in Edinburgh, we are
active around the globe. We work with our
customers across a range of geographies and
use cases to create the tidal wave of change
that’s transforming the banking sector. Our
DirectID business products help achieve this
by removing friction caused in the application
process by current risk, compliance and fraud
challenges or regulations. The products we
provide solve business pains such as assessing a customer’s affordability whilst verifying
their account information to offset credit risk.
The pace of work does strange things to your
perspective on time. We moved into Norloch
House in early 2018 and, while it has gone past
in a flash, we look back on everything that has
happened since and it feels incredible how
time has flown by.
James Varga is chief executive at The ID Co.
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Optimising the
invoicing process
J O N R U S H TO N : B OT TO M L I N E T E C H N O LO G I E S

Machine learning technology can help companies to increase the efficiency and
accuracy of their automated accounts payable solutions

M

anual invoicing is time-consuming, inefficient, costly and open to human error
because companies often don’t have
a clear overview of which invoices have been
received, processed, approved and paid. Hence,
they may miss outstanding payments and incur
financial penalties, damaging relationships with
suppliers and customers.
Automated accounts payable (AP) solutions
offer an easy way to accelerate, and increase
visibility into invoicing processes. Research
company PayStream Advisors found that 71%
of organisations are either implementing or con-

“Automatic capture technology uses
machine learning to locate and extract
vital information from invoices”
sidering this type of solution, while Aberdeen
Group indicates that well-implemented AP systems can reduce time and costs by 75%, decrease
error rates by 85% and improve process efficiency by 300%.
Whilst Microsoft has provided a great starting
point by adding new invoice automation capabilities to Microsoft Dynamics 365 for Finance and
Operations, more can be done to optimise AP
automation. Delivered via the cloud, Bottomline
Technologies’ new Invoice Automation for
Microsoft Dynamics 365 uses machine learning to maximise the efficiency of AP software
throughout the invoicing process.
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During the initial ‘invoice scan and import stage,
automatic capture technology uses machine learning to locate and extract vital information from
invoices. As a multi-tenant solution, Bottomline’s
Invoice Automation optimises invoice capture for
each supplier which means that all customers benefit from these improvements.
Machine learning also optimises the ‘invoice
review and approval’ stage by creating templates
that assign specific codes to invoices from certain
suppliers and route them to the right person for
approval without human intervention. The technology also learns how the user interacts with the
AP solution and gradually builds up layers of rules
to reconfigure the process so that less manual intervention is needed with each subsequent invoice.
In the document management stage, users can
view the original invoice and supporting documents while they’re coding or approving an
invoice. They can also quickly access the original
documents from within Microsoft Dynamics 365
for auditing purposes, ensuring compliance with
document retention regulations.
Companies and users benefit from being able
to manage the entire invoicing process from
within Microsoft Dynamics 365, with approvals
via mobile or e-mail platforms. This, combined
with overviews of outstanding tasks and analytical
insights via intuitive dashboards, enables companies to maximise AP processing efficiency and
reduce time and potential errors dramatically.
Jon Rushton is a commercial product management
director at Bottomline Technologies

VIEWPOINT

INSURANCE

Same tune,
different key
S T E P H E N H O L L A N D S : W I L L I S T O W E R S W AT S O N

For all the disruptive changes that may arise from technological
and data innovation, the core requirements for underwriting risk
haven’t really changed so much

W

hether you’re a digital apostle or a
reluctant fellow traveller, there is no
getting away from digital’s anticipated
future impact — both potentially positive and
threatening. While there are associated challenges, these can be considered an extension of
the business fundamentals that have existed in
(re)insurance over the centuries.
From the time when merchants first started
meeting up in Lloyd’s Coffee House in London
to underwrite marine cargoes, a few key things
have helped set successful insurers apart.
Critically, there is the ability to pool and offset
risks. No (re)insurer has flourished for any length
of time with an overconcentration of risks or with-

“No (re)insurer has flourished
for any length of time with an
overconcentration of risks”
out an underlying understanding of the customers
and risks they’re taking on. Over time, successful
insurers further differentiated themselves by their
use of data to quantify and qualify those risks.
That applied as much to the tacit realisation in the
past that the Bay of Biscay was a perilous route for
shipping as it does now to auto insurers processing huge volumes of telematics data to offer usagebased insurance policies that reward safer driving,
or to life insurers’ use of mortality assumptions.
And without exception, insurers have relied on
smart people to drive businesses forward.

Quite simply, technology makes it necessary
to bring those same qualities to bear faster, even
more astutely and in a more fluid competitive
environment. These are the practical realities of
the disruptive changes the industry faces. Not all
will be up to the task or have the funds or resources
to deliver their aspirations. Some consolidation is
inevitable, although new partnerships and investment models (often involving the entrepreneurial insurtech businesses sprouting up within and
around the sector) also offer ways forward.
Insurers have alternative paths they could pursue
that will heavily dictate approaches to technology and analytics, and the changing mix of smart
people needed to translate ambition into reality.
Market strength is likely to be derived from choosing a course and setting clear parameters for how
companies develop and experiment with emerging
technology and analytics capabilities, and who they
need to work with along the way. For example, they
could go big, targeting the biggest possible customer base by enhancing the ability to process and
crunch masses of data. Others will prefer to go deep
to best position themselves in particular niches. In
between, there will be companies that target superior insight as a basis for market positioning.
In all cases, insurers need to align their efforts
and retain a clear vision of how technology supports long-established, fundamental insurance
success factors.
Stephen Hollands is global leader of Cloud
Technologies Insurance Consulting and
Technology at Willis Towers Watson
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O P E N
for banking with unlimited potential
Today, banks of all sizes are being held back by
outdated, legacy systems and increasing regulations.
But customers want innovation more than ever...
It’s time for financial software to change. Finastra brings
you a dynamic, open platform that will unlock the full
potential of financial institutions.
It’s time to open up to realize banking’s full potential.

Join us at

finastra.com

